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Preface

The following document is the result of an intense process which covered a period of about
15 months. During this time, the “Development Concept for the Tirana – Durres Region” was
elaborated within the framework of a bilateral German-Albanian project aiming at a compre-
hensive development study of the region.

On the German side, GTZ GmbH German Technical Cooperation was in charge of the con-
duction of the project. It was assisted by experts from the Dresden based Institute of Eco-
logical and Regional Development (IOER). Professor Bernhard Müller and his team have
frequently been in Albania in order to give advice to the Albanian experts regarding meth-
odological aspects of the elaboration of the development concept, the analysis of strengths
and weaknesses of the region as well as the proposals of goals and measures for a sustain-
able development.

On the Albanian side, the municipalities1 of the Tirana – Durres Region as well as a number
of ministries, agencies, other institutions and experts were involved in the elaboration of the
document. The head of the Tirana office of GTZ, Ismail Beka, and his collaborators were in
charge of the coordination of the activities in Albania, e.g. the involvement of Albanian ex-
perts, the elaboration of related studies and the preparation of the development concept.

Between November 2000 and January 2002, many interviews were conducted, almost 20
thematic studies were prepared by Albanian experts, and about 10 workshops were organ-
ized in order to discuss various aspects of the development of the Tirana – Durres Region.
The results of all these activities were the basis for the formulation of the concept which
again was discussed in a series of workshops with local experts.

The elaboration of the concept in such a short period made tremendous efforts of many Al-
banian and international experts as well as other collaborators necessary. This is the right
place to say “thank you” to all persons involved in the different stages of the process for their
commitment and their willingness to share their experience and their insight.

A regional development concept never can be more than a starting point for further action. It
has to be used and substantiated by the relevant stakeholders. May this document help to
guide the development of the Tirana – Durres Region in a sustainable direction.

(to be signed by a high ranking Albanian official)

                                                
1 In the following there will be no differenciation between municipalities and communes.
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Towards a Sustainable Development of the T irana – Durres Region

The vision

Taking into account that the Tirana-Durres Region is characterized by a number of strengths
and weaknesses – regarding demography and social situation, economic structure and de-
velopment, spatial development and land use, transportation, communal technical infra-
structure, social infrastructure, natural conditions and environment, rural development, and
the overall framework and institutions –

the vision of the region is a wise growth and a sustainable develop-
ment facilitating the Tirana–Durres Region to become an integrated
city-region in the core of Albania as well as a part and a partner of
Europe.

In more detail, this means:

• In the Tirana-Durres Region, growth shall continue. However, it shall be wisely managed
in future. The rapid regional development of the region shall be guided by an integrated
development concept and regulated within a well established land-use planning and
management system.

• In the Tirana-Durres Region, sustainable development shall be the main overall guideline
for development. This requires that economic, social and ecological considerations shall
be well balanced in regional development, and that any development shall safeguard that
future generations have the same development options like the generation living today.

• The Tirana-Durres Region shall form an integrated city region. This requires a close
cooperation between the central government and local institutions, as well as municipali-
ties and the municipalities in the region based on mutual respect. Moreover, partnerships
between the public and the private sectors shall be fostered.

• The Tirana-Durres Region is not only located in the core of Albania but it also plays the
decisive role in the overall economic and social development of the whole country.
Therefore, the development of the region is closely inter-related and inter-connected with
the development of the whole society and economy and it requires further government
attention.

• The Tirana-Durres Region is a gateway region of Albania with regard to the European
Union. The integration of the region into the overall European development shall be fos-
tered. This requires that the central government and the responsible actors of the region
undertake intensive efforts to make the region an integral part of the European space.

• The Tirana-Durres Region shall continue to be a reliable partner in Europe. European
standards and procedures in regional development shall therefore be applied as far as
possible.
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The development goals

The vision is specified by the following development goals:

• There shall be a high priority for socio-economic improvements and a more balanced
regional development.

• Conditions for economic development and international competitiveness as well as for a
development which is mainly based on local potentials and the know-how of the local
population (“endogenous” development), shall be improved and fostered.

• The legal and institutional framework for planning and development shall be revised.
Land management and land use planning shall be improved facilitating a well structured
growth and the integration and coordination of economic, social and ecological needs.

• Transportation facilities and an integrated transportation network facilitating appropriate
international and inter-regional connections as well as suitable intra-regional communica-
tions shall be established and improved.

• Basic communal technical infrastructure services shall be provided at an acceptable level
in all parts of the region.

• Basic social infrastructure shall be established or improved with special consideration to
education and health facilities.

• The environmental quality shall be improved in order to meet international environmental
standards, contaminated areas shall be rehabilitated, water resources shall be protected,
water quality shall be improved where it is necessary and an appropriate quality of life
shall be assured.

• Integrated rural development based on improved links between urban and rural areas of
the region fostering local projects and activating local initiatives shall be fostered.

• Administrative and planning capacities on the municipal level shall be organized and im-
proved.

• Participation of the municipalities in decision-making about programs and projects lo-
cated in or orientated towards the development of the Tirana-Durres Region shall be es-
tablished and assured.

• Partnership between the municipalities and the cities in the region shall be promoted.

• Information about development projects shall be improved and a better coordination be-
tween the implementing agencies with special consideration of donors shall be estab-
lished.
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The priorities and measures

The vision and the development goals need further specification and implementation.
Therefore, a number of measures and projects have been proposed. These proposals may
be regarded as examples. They indicate certain needs and priorities from the perspective of
those who have made contributions to the development concept.

The list of proposals shall continuously be revised and extended. It shall be open for public
discussion and for adding-up further suggestions. Its implementation is dependent on the
acceptance by the central government and the municipalities who shall in future become
jointly responsible for further developing the concept and for its implementation.

Caring for the youth and shaping an open society

With regard to demography and the social situation, two major goals and respective meas-
ures have been identified: the creation of employment for the youth and the improvement of
the quality of life. Moreover, the integration of the refugees who have recently migrated to
and settled in the Tirana-Durres Region should be fostered.

The young population is one of the most decisive development potentials of the country.
Their education, training and skills determine the future of the country and its ability to speed
up development.

This should be accompanied by moves to generally increase the quality of life in the region,
especially in the rural areas, and to reduce poverty. International donors as well as the Euro-
pean Union should be made more aware of the urgency of solutions in these fields. Respec-
tive projects in the Tirana-Durres Region should be more intensively proposed, discussed
and promoted.

Creating a more favorable framework for the economy

In economic terms, the main goal is directed towards the improvement of the economic
framework and the reduction of poverty in the Tirana-Durres Region. This may be reached by
the provision of training facilities and programs, favorable conditions in terms of infrastructure
and the specialization on economic sectors which offer comparative advantages and income
generating opportunities.

Training and infrastructure are decisive factors in economic development and for the success
of a region in the international competition for investment. Only if an appropriate workforce
and reliable infrastructure facilities can be provided, foreign investment may be mobilized.
Local enterprises are in need of more specific advice and support. For rural areas, the im-
provement of infrastructure facilities and the creation of storage facilities is highly important.
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Promoting effective land management, planning and regional cooperation

Regarding spatial development and land use, the Tirana-Durres Region is in an urgent need
of better framework for planning, as well as improved planning methods and tools. Priority
areas for future settlements should be identified. Unplanned built-up development areas
should be integrated into the urban setting as far as possible.

The clarification of unsolved land property cases are an important precondition for an accel-
erating development. Municipalities shall be strengthened administratively and technically
because only if they become real stakeholders in development they will be in a position to
take over responsibilities for their own future.

The ongoing decentralization activities by the Albanian government and international donors
should be strengthened and extended to municipalities in the Tirana-Durres Region. Besides
the ongoing land registration activities, land-use planning and regional governance should be
fostered, and the municipalities should be actively assisted in developing skills to cope with
their tasks and duties. Moreover, the links between the international cooperation activities
regarding the development of Tirana and its surrounding area should be more closely linked
with the development attempts regarding the whole Tirana-Durres Region. Sectorial activities
should be put into and seen in the light of a more integrated development framework.

Developing an integrated regional transportation
network providing improved accessibility and mobility

Regarding transportation, the accessibility of all parts of the region is of high priority for the
overall development of the Tirana-Durres Region and for its physical and functional integra-
tion. Public transport is of utmost relevance in this regard. The existing railway line as well as
the existing road system might contribute to this in a considerable way if they were mod-
ernized and generally improved. The accessibility of the rural areas in the hinterland of the
centers of the region is necessary in order to provide for an efficient infrastructure supply and
to enhance the marketing opportunities of farmers in these areas. As the realization of proj-
ects requires considerable funds, a number of studies regarding this sector is proposed.

Establishing coordinated and efficient
communal infrastructure supply services to the people

The technical infrastructure in the region needs an urgent basic rehabilitation and further de-
velopment. Especially the municipalities ask for an overall approach and initiative. However,
they lack the finance to carry out respective measures themselves. Thus they are highly de-
pendent on investments from the national level or abroad.

There are immense needs regarding the communal infrastructure in almost every respect.
This makes it difficult to generally decide upon priorities. They can only be determined after
very careful scrutiny taking into consideration the circumstances of every single case. Power
supply needs urgent upgrading. This is however mainly a national task and can only to a
lesser extent be determined on a regional scale.

Making basic social infrastructure services
available to all people at an acceptable level
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The social infrastructure needs to be modernized and further developed in many parts of the
Tirana-Durres Region. Especially the rural centers require more attention with regard to the
improvement of basic educational and medical facilities. Further detailed scrutiny should be
facilitated and carried out. This may also be a basis for an improved management in this
field.

Promoting environmentally friendly development
and searching for acceptable conflict resolution mechanisms

The improvement of natural conditions and the environment require a wide set of activities:
Some point at quite detailed projects while others are apt to stimulate further studies which
can become starting points for projects. For example, studies ought to be prepared about
risky areas in terms of natural hazards, about a sewage water treatment system for Durres
and its surrounding areas, and about traditional, energy-efficient ways of building. Many
goals are already linked with proposals for projects like for instance the funding of the
planned sewage treatment plant for Tirana city, the rehabilitation of river banks along the
river Erzen or the initialization of a public dialogue to find a solution for the proposed waste
dump near Maminas.

The wide variety of goals and project proposals regarding natural conditions and the envi-
ronment may become a severe burden for the Albanian government as it requires huge
amounts of funds, an appropriate planning framework, effective personnel and institutional
capacities as well as a strong executing power of the responsible institutions. Moreover, the
problems regarding natural conditions and the environment may not only continue to be a
severe bottleneck for developing tourism and promoting the economy, but also become an
impediment to the country’s ability to join the European Union. Therefore this sector should
become a major concern of international development cooperation in the next few years.

Promoting economic potentials
and improving living conditions in rural areas

Rural development will continue to be an important development alternative and comple-
mentary regional activity in the Tirana-Durres Region. However, there is still a lack of infor-
mation about the true potentials of the region and the pressures of the urban expansion and
development. Therefore, several studies are proposed, e.g. about agricultural marketing,
about a small credit scheme for farmers, and about the promotion of a food processing in-
dustry. Proposals for measures point at the establishment of an agricultural advisory system,
at the collective marketing of agricultural goods and the introduction of a more restrictive land
use regulation.
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Strengthening local capacities and establishing
a fair partnership between rural and urban areas

Legal aspects and aspects regarding the institutional setting in which regional development
takes place in Albania are of high relevance for the overall development of the Tirana-Durres
Region. Due to the complexity of this issue, only some of the proposals are listed below the
most important of which may be the revision of the Albanian planning law and the formation
of an Association of Communes in the Tirana-Durres-Region. Both proposals refer strongly
to the implementation of the Tirana-Durres Study in the medium-range and long-term run.

Given the expectation that the municipalities will play a far more explicit role in future devel-
opment of Albania and the Tirana-Durres Region than up to now, the strengthening of the
municipalities and their political and administrative capacity is a number one priority. Moreo-
ver, it may be decisive for the success of the implementation of the Tirana-Durres Regional
Development Concept.
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Part Two:

Development Concept
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background and Purpose of the Concept

The Regional Development Concept for the Tirana–Durres Region aims to initiate and
strengthen a sustainable development in the region between Tirana and Durres which for the
purpose of this concept is treated as one interrelated urban region in the center of Albania.

For the purpose of this concept, the Tirana-Durres Region is defined as an informal study
area comprising the following municipalities or parts thereof (see map 1):

 Tirana, Durres, Berxull, Bubq (partly), Farke (partly), Fushe-Kruje (partly), Gjepalaj, Kamez,
Kashar, Katundi i Ri, Linze (partly), Maminas, Manez (partly), Ndroq (partly), Nikel (partly),
Paskuqan, Peze (partly), Petrele, Preze, Rrashbull, Shijak, Sukth (partly), Vaqarr (partly),
Vore, Xhafzotaj, and Zall-Herr (partly).

The study area does not match with administrative or political regions as it covers parts of
two different districts (qarks) – the district of Tirana and the district of Durres.

The Regional Development Concept is an informal document based on an analysis of the
major strengths and weaknesses of the region. It defines goals and priorities of development,
and it provides a basis for further action within a comprehensive development context.

The concept has been elaborated in a collaborative bottom-up approach. It has been initiated
by the Albanian Government in cooperation with the GTZ GmbH German Technical
Cooperation, and its elaboration has been widely supported by Albanian government institu-
tions. The municipalities of the Tirana-Durres Region have intensively participated in its
elaboration right from the beginning. Moreover, the private sector as well as foreign donors
have been involved.

1.2 Methodology

The Regional Development Concept for the Tirana-Durres Region is regarded as a contribu-
tion to the Regional Development Study for the Tirana–Durres Region, conducted under the
supervision of the Albanian Ministry of Public Works. For the purpose of the elaboration of
the concept, a working and cooperation structure has been established which includes a
working group (steering committee) with three sub-groups (socio-economic development,
infrastructure, environment and rural development). Moreover, the municipalities, the private
sector and international donors were regarded as consultative partners (see figure 1).

The contents of the Regional Development Concept for the Tirana-Durres Region are mainly
the result of a number of thematic studies by Albanian experts and of a series of workshops.
About 20 studies of Albanian experts have been prepared, covering a wide range of topics
from demography, economic development and infrastructure to environmental problems and
seismic risks. The studies formed the basis for the analysis and were widely discussed in the
workshops in which members of the sub-groups and the working group identified strengths
and weaknesses of the region, elaborated a vision for the region, and formulated goals and
proposals concerning measures as well as aspects of implementation.
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1.3 Spatial structure of the Tirana-Durres Region

The study area of the Regional Development Concept for the Tirana-Durres Region covers a
corridor of about 35 km in length along and mainly between the two major road connections
between Tirana and Durres (see map 1). In this region, 35 % of Albanian enterprises are
located and 60 % of foreign investments are made. The location of the region in the center of
Albania is – in general terms - very favorable for development. Tirana and Durres form the
country’s largest markets. Durres is Albania’s biggest seaport, covering 85 % of maritime
trade. The main national roads which connect Tirana and Durres as well as Rinas interna-
tional airport are located in the region. There are some important open space areas in the
region, namely a strip of forests that stretches from Bubq in the north to Preze in the south as
well as the area around mount Dajti, east of Tirana (see map 1).

Since the beginning of the nineties Tirana and Durres have a strong immigration mostly from
northern Albania which in many cases has created problems for the municipalities as people
have occupied land and built houses. In many cases this happened without formal permits.
Population has been growing rapidly in recent years. Nevertheless many young people leave
the area because of lack of jobs and socio-economic problems.

Although there is a lot of construction going on along the main roads all over the region and a
massive urban sprawl around Tirana and Durres, there is potential for further growth taking
into consideration the availability of land in many areas. However, most of the construction
activities are reported to be illegal. Many constructions are an obstacle to the development of
infrastructure, and they occupy agricultural land, which is rapidly reduced in the areas close
to main roads. Another problem of the “chaotic growth” is that the number of potential con-
struction sites for big, space consuming facilities for public services and economic develop-
ment (industrial estates, fair grounds, market centers) is rapidly decreasing.

MPW

UPI

Regional Development Study VPM for the Tirana-Durres Region

Private Sector
Working Group

GTZ (Office and
Coordination)

IOER (Foreign
Experts)

Communes

International
Projects

Local Experts

Ministries, Institutions Research Institutes

Figure 1: Working structure
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As a consequence of the political change in the nineties, there are many land ownership
problems between the old owners of land and the ones who received the land according to
the Law No. 77. Thus any regulation regarding land and land use matters becomes difficult. It
is, however, one of the most decisive preconditions for a structured and well balanced devel-
opment of the region in the future.

The accessibility of the municipalities in the region is not good because of the lack of public
transport. Roads are generally in a very bad condition because there is only little construction
of new roads and hardly any maintenance of existing roads. Public transport is rather poor.
Most other technical infrastructure networks are in a bad condition (drinking water, electricity,
telephone) or not existing (sewage water treatment, waste disposal). Thus, the municipalities
are in need of urgent support.

1.4 The Tirana-Durres-Region in a European context

Albania forms an integral part of Europe. It is an accountable partner of the European Union
and it is aiming at becoming an accession state in a medium to long-term perspective. This
requires that the Albanian regions pay special attention to the European context while pro-
moting their development.

Among the main objectives of the EU are social cohesion, as well as the harmonization and
improvement of living conditions in all member states. The EU has created various instru-
ments to achieve this goal, of which the structural funds play an outstanding role. The alloca-
tion of funds is usually based on regional development concepts, which ought to be prepared
in close dialogue with local and regional authorities and institutions. They must include an
analysis as well as a definition of goals, strategies and priorities. In this sense the present
document gives an example of European standards regarding the elaboration of documents
for regional development.

There are several documents on the European level that can be regarded as basic refer-
ences for spatial development. The most prominent are the “European Spatial Development
Perspective” (ESDP), the “Guiding Principles for Sustainable Spatial Development of the
European Continent” of the Council of Europe, and – from an Albanian perspective – the
document “Vision Planet – Strategies for an Integrated Spatial Development of the Central
European, Danubian and Adriatic Space”, which has been prepared by planners from several
EU-member states, a number of accession countries and other relevant states. Albania is
also affected by the pan-European transport corridors, because corridor No. VIII runs from
Durres via Skopje to Sofia and Varna (see map 1). Another important instrument which is not
only supported by the EU but also by several other countries and international organizations
is the Stability Pact for South Eastern Europe. It is supposed to foster peace, democracy,
respect for human rights and economic prosperity in order to achieve stability in the whole
region, including Albania.

A number of fundamental goals of the European documents mentioned above have been
adopted in the present concept and made reference to, e.g.

• a balanced development of urban and rural areas,

• economic competitiveness,

• the protection of the environment and the wise management of the natural and cultural
heritage,
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• the improvement of infrastructure, and

• the parity of access to information and knowledge.

With reference to these documents and goals, spatial planning and development in Albania
are in line with European standards in order to prepare the country and its region for future
accession. Furthermore there are opportunities for transnational cooperation in the field of
regional development which are offered by the European Community Initiative INTERREG in
combination with the EU program CARDS (= Community Assistance for Reconstruction, De-
velopment and Stabilization). They should be used more extensively.
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2 Strengths and Weaknesses of the Tirana-Durres Region

The Tirana-Durres Region is characterized by a number of strengths and weaknesses. With
regard to the elaboration of the Regional Development Concept, the following 9 thematic and
institutional aspects may be distinguished:

1 Demography and social situation
2 Economic structure and development
3 Spatial development and land use
4 Transportation
5 Communal technical infrastructure
6 Social infrastructure
7 Natural conditions and environment
8 Rural development
9 Overall framework and institutions

In the following, the most important strengths and weaknesses are described according to
this structure for reasons of clarity and better understanding.

The analysis is mostly based on studies by Albanian experts which do not always cover the
same area. For example, some studies include Tirana and Durres while others focus on the
rural communes in between. This makes it difficult to correlate the results.

2.1 Demography and Social Situation

Since the 1990s the general situation regarding demography and social situation is charac-
terized by an uncontrolled internal migration that has led to an explosive population growth in
the capital region of Albania. For example, the population of the study area within the Tirana
District has increased by 87 % in urban areas and by 83 % in rural areas between 1992 and
1999. In the same period, the urban population of the study area within the Durres District
has increased by 39 % and by 28 % respectively. However, in all municipalities and villages
of the study area, population growth is decreasing significantly since the mid-nineties. In
1999, the population numbers were as follows:

• Tirana – 427,000

• Other municipalities of the district of Tirana within the study area – 101,000

• Durres – 133,000

• Other municipalities of the district of Durres within the study area – 97,000

• Total study area – 758,000

According to recent forecasts, the population of the study area is supposed to increase until
2015 to a total of 1,298,000 inhabitants, of which 966,000 persons are going to live in the
district of Tirana and 332,000 persons in the district of Durres. The share of persons below
working age is still relatively high in the study area. According to recent surveys, about 29 %
of the inhabitants belong to this group in Tirana District and 30.7 % in Durres District.

The average household size is about 4 persons, with slightly higher numbers in rural areas.
Households also tend to be larger in areas with an high influx of migrants. Generally about
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70 % of families are comprised of more than 2 members, where families with 4 to 5 persons
represent 45 %. This is the result of changes in the way of life, of the reduced birth rates, of
increased family demands and their emancipation and of an increased number of divorces.

Visible expressions of the migration into the study area are on the one hand, a massive ur-
ban sprawl in the Tirana – Durres Region, a high number of illegal buildings, an uncontrolled
and rather chaotic development as well as an increasing number of (mostly new) residents
without a regular job and sufficient income. On the other hand, the overall economic and so-
cial situation in Albania leads to a high emigration with a maximum loss during the crisis of
1997, when one of five residents (735,500 persons) left the country in one year.

However, the stable family structures with strong relations between the family members rep-
resent a major strength in the field of demography and social situation. Major weaknesses
are the uncontrolled internal migration and the emigration of a creative and flexible
workforce. In more detail, the strengths and weaknesses regarding demography and the so-
cial situation are shown in table 1.

Table 1: Strengths and weaknesses in the field of demography and social situation

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

• High percentage of young population and relatively
large families with many children (decreasing trend)

• Strong family relations which are supportive to the
individual

• National identity

• High level of integration of different cultures and
religions, i.e. relatively integrative socio-political
situation

• High immigration from northern parts of Albania

• Emigration of young people who are not able to find
jobs

• Poverty, especially in rural areas, still a problem
(54 % of the households with an income insufficient
to meet bare necessities of life) although the situa-
tion has improved considerably since 1989

• Relatively low level of formal education (only 4 %
with an academic degree and 70 % with only 8
years of school or less)

• Relatively poor social security

2.2 Economic structure and development

The economic development in the Tirana – Durres Region is booming although in interna-
tional terms it is still very weak. Regarding the economic structure, the existing industrial
cores in the northern part of the Tirana - Durres Region, e.g. food production and construc-
tion businesses, and the dynamic service sector, most notably gastronomy, commerce and
repair garages are major strengths. Building materials – mostly sand and gravel – are ex-
tracted on the banks of the river Erzen (see map 3).

The most important economic sectors in terms of employment are trade and industry. In
contrast to the national level with a GDP share of agriculture of over 50 %, construction and
agriculture are the least important formal employment sectors in the region. It has to be taken
into consideration, however, that the informal sector, though being highly relevant, has not
been considered here due to lack of data.

The most important economic centers of the region between Tirana and Durres – both cities
not included – are Vore with 920 employees, Kamez with 830 employees and Sukth i. Ri with
260 employees. Furthermore industrial and commercial activities are concentrated between
Tirana, Vore and Vaqarr as well as between Durres and Sukth i. Ri, not to mention downtown
Tirana and Durres (see map 2).
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The region has a certain potential for national tourism, particularly at Kavaja beach in the
south of Durres, at Lalzi beach in the north of Durres and around mount Dajti in the east of
Tirana (see map 2). However, these areas will hardly be able to compete on international
markets because of the poor state of the environment in the region, the bad quality of the
seawater and the uncontrolled urban sprawl.

In a recent business survey among enterprises of the region, the following aspects have
been identified as main obstacles for economic development:

• 60 % of enterprises operate with used machinery (second hand) and 20 % with obsolete
machinery,

• lack of marketing know-how and management skills,
• only a small share of companies has received a credit so far,
• lack of a stock exchange and of a functioning capital market in general, and
• very low export rates due to poor competitiveness.

In more detail, the strengths and weaknesses regarding the economic structure and devel-
opment of the region are shown in table 2.

Table 2: Strengths and weaknesses regarding economic structure and development

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

• Economy in general:

– Business oriented society 

– Location close to large markets (Tirana) and
to Albania’s most important seaport (Durres)

– Good conditions for agriculture / horticulture

– Potential for food processing industry 

– Financial transfers from abroad by emigrants

• Tourism:

– Natural potential for tourism (variety of land-
scapes, coastline, hills, mountains)

– Relatively large forests

• Commerce:

– Many distributors in the area

• Availability of mineral resources:

– Bauxite

– Calcareous, used for the production of ce-
ment and limestone

– Gyps

– Clay, used for the production ceramic

– Sands

– Gravel, used for the production of concrete

• Economy in general:

– Low degree of international investment and
integration into international markets

– High degree of unemployment

– Less favorable framework for economy due
to lack of continuity of administration and
frequent changes of political leadership

– Shortage of land for the development of
new industries

– Lack of marketing know-how and manage-
ment skills,

– Limited access to credit

– Lack of a stock exchange and of a func-
tioning capital market in general

– Low export rates due to poor competitive-
ness

– Unsolved conflicts regarding property rights

• Industry:

– Insufficient water supply in periods of
drought with unfavorable consequences for
business, agriculture, tourism

– Industry working mostly with old technolo-
gies (light industry, construction)

– 60 % of enterprises operate with already
used machinery (second hand) and 20 %
with obsolete machinery

– Low potential for the development of high-
tech industries

– Low productivity

• Tourism:
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STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

– Insufficient infrastructure (hotels, restau-
rant, in-door-activities, sports facilities,
management capabilities)

– Poor state of the environment (garbage,
sewerage etc.)

– Lack of attractive bundles of offers

• Commerce:

– High percentage of food imports

– No industrial or commercial fair ground

– No central market

2.3 Spatial development and land use

The spatial development and land use in the Tirana-Durres Region is very problematic. On
the one hand, there are certain strengths, the most important of which is the existence of
developed, ready-to-build land, including former industrial sites, and of land which has been
formerly used by the army. On the other hand, the uncontrolled urban sprawl, the detached
building-up of arable land, unsolved property conflicts, and the lack of institutional structures
and procedures for the elaboration and coordination of land use plans have been identified
as serious weaknesses.

A study about the land use in some selected suburban areas of Tirana and Durres led to the
following results:

• Most buildings are constructed between 1991 and 1999 (ca. 70 % of all buildings).
• More than 80 % of the users declare themselves owner of the property, but only ca. 30 %

dispose of ownership evidence.

There are many areas with uncontrolled and chaotic settlements, e.g. at Kamez or Rrashbull.
The most critical area is north of Durres because it is located on an active seismic fault and
partly in a swamp with unfavorable hydraulic conditions (see maps 3 and 4).

In more detail, the strengths and weaknesses regarding spatial development and land use of
the region are shown in table 3.

Table 3: Strengths and weaknesses regarding spatial development and land use

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

• Location

– Location in two transportation corridors of
international importance (North-South and
East-West)

– Potential for further building activities

• Land management and land use planning

– High demand for further building activities

– Relatively strong regulatory capacity of the
municipality with regard to the protection of
urban green spaces, e.g. the Rinia Park in

• Land management and land use planning:

– Urban sprawl

– Areas of seismic risks not taken into con-
sideration in building activities

– Building in swampy areas (e.g. Durres);
bad living conditions due to insufficient
drainage

– Loss of open space through uncontrolled
building activities

– Poor quality of land use planning
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STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

Tirana

• Land ownership and land registration

– High percentage of private property as a
basis for motivation and development

– Planning and development capacities of the
municipalities almost do not exist

– Short term perspective of planning due to
development pressure and the need to pro-
vide immigrants with land for housing

– Unstructured building activities as a conse-
quence of the haphazard development of
commerce and retail activities in urban ar-
eas

– Lack of developed land for industry and in-
frastructure

– Weak instruments for planning and plan
implementation

– Low regulatory capacity of the state

– Shortness of land for the development of
high-tech industries

– No coordination between municipalities for
regional development

• Land ownership and land registration:

– Shortage of public land

– Unsolved conflicts regarding property rights

– Conflicts between old and new land owners
as well as between legal owners and illegal
squatters

– Shortage of land for public facilities

2.4 Transportation

The Tirana–Durres Region is well connected to national and international communication
lines due to its location in the center of Albania. Durres is the starting point of the pan-
European Transport Corridor No. VIII to Sofia and Varna in Bulgaria. In total there are ten
pan-European Transport Corridors which have been identified by the European transport
ministers during their conference in Helsinki in 1997, based on the results of a previous con-
ference in Crete in 1994.2 The corridors are intended to improve trade and mobility within
Europe. Another European transport corridor from the Greek border via Tirana and Podgo-
rica to Belgrade has been proposed in the document “Vision Planet” (see map 1).

There is a significant potential for the creation of inter-modal traffic nodes, linking road traffic
with railroads, harbors, and airports. With regard to major weaknesses, one has to mention
the insufficient accessibility of smaller villages – especially in mountainous areas –, due to
the bad condition of roads. Other problems are the rapid increase of car traffic and the high
percentage of outdated vehicles with high pollution rates. Public transportation is in a bad
shape.

                                                
2 EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT (1999): Briefing no. 44, Transport Policy and EU Enlargement. –

http://www.europarl.eu.int/enlargement. 
EU COMMISSION (1997): On the way to a common cooperative pan-European transport network
policy. Information on the Helsinki Conference June 1997.
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There are 170 km of national roads, 211 km of local (rural) roads and 172 km of urban roads
in the study area. 34 km of new roads are under construction. Currently there are 50,000
cars and more than 17,000 vehicles for the transportation of goods. The annual increase of
road vehicles in the region is 2.6 times higher than in the national average with an annual
growth rate of 62.6 % in 1999. The regional rail network is composed of 97 km of railroads
with 6 passenger stations (see map 2). The international airport of Rinas has a runway of 2.7
km in length. The national Albanian aviation company possesses four airplanes.

In more detail, the strengths and weaknesses regarding transportation in the region are
shown in table 4.

Table 4: Strengths and weaknesses regarding transportation

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

• Good accessibility of the region (transnational
routes: water, air, land)

• Combination of all kinds of means of transpor-
tation (road, railway, sea, air) possible

• 2 airports in the region: Rinas International Air-
port and regional airport near Tirana

• Important seaport in Durres 

• Capacity for rail transport not yet fully used

• Location in two transportation corridors of inter-
national importance (North-South and East-
West) 

• Ongoing improvement of railroad connection
between Tirana and Durres

• Existing draft of an integrated transportation
concept

• Increase of mobility

• Most roads (as well as the transportation system
in general) in a very bad condition

• High increase of number of cars

• Insufficient links between major transportation
infrastructure (airport, highway) and adjacent ru-
ral areas

• Lack of stations along the railroad Tirana-Durres

• Poor access to public transportation in rural ar-
eas

• Insufficient bus/train connections between
smaller municipalities; privately owned busses
and taxis operate without fixed timetables

• Inefficient transportation of goods, mostly by pri -
vately owned pick-up trucks (partly due to out-
dated train technology and high prices of train
transport)

• Lack of finance for secondary roads

• Lack of parking space within residential / urban
areas

• No clear system of signposts along roads and
streets 

2.5 Communal technical Infrastructure

The communal technical infrastructure in the Tirana-Durres Region is generally in a very
poor condition. Strengths with regard to the water distribution system (including water reser-
voirs) as well as high voltage power lines (see map 2) are more than neutralized by severe
weaknesses, e.g. the very slow rehabilitation and development of the technical infrastructure
net, the lack of water supply in some areas of the region, insufficient power supply and rela-
tively frequent power cuts. With regard to the latter, it is striking that there is hardly any at-
tempt to make use of solar energy.

There is a sufficient system of wells, water reservoirs and pipelines in the region (see
map 2). Problems arise from the fact,

• that all inhabitants enjoy water supply, but for instance the water company of Tirana can
invoice less than have of its clients,
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• that only very few households have equipment to measure their water consumption (e.g.
8 % in Tirana), and

• that large amounts of drinking water get lost within the network due to illegal tapping
(mostly for irrigation purposes).

The amount of waste per capita and year is much higher in the municipalities of the region
than in the rural communes: ca. 250 kg / capita / year in cities like Vora, Kamez or Shijak
versus ca. 180 kg in rural communes like Kashar or Nroq. In the cities the inhabitants dis-
pose their waste in concrete cauldrons, from where it is usually carried away several times a
week by private contractors. The urban waste is dumped in open land fills (see map 3) with-
out any regular drainage or cover. In the rural areas the people themselves are responsible
for recycling their waste. There is neither separation nor further treatment of waste.

In more detail, the strengths and weaknesses regarding communal technical infrastructure in
the region are shown in table 5.

Table 5: Strengths and weaknesses regarding communal technical infrastructure

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

• Water supply:

– Sufficient water resources (ground water
table, reservoirs)

– Activities to extend water supply system

– Relatively well trained personnel

– Research capacities in the field of geo-hy-
drology

• Sewage system:

– Know-how in sewage treatment (university
program)

– Research capacities in the field of sewage
treatment

• Disposal and treatment of solid waste

– Waste disposal system in Tirana privately
organized

• Energy supply:

– Concept for energy supply based on esti-
mation of future demand

– Funding agencies respect the concept and
foster its implementation

– Energy production based on water re-
sources

– Renewal of energy network and supply
system based on European standards

– High-capacity power line along the north-
ern corridor Tirana-Durres

• Telecommunication:

– Good accessibility and acceptance of mo-
bile phone services

– High number of internet cafes in Tirana

• Water supply:

– Insufficient water supply in periods of
drought with negative consequences for
business, agriculture, tourism and private
life

– Huge losses of drinking water due to mas-
sive leaks in the pipe system and illegal
tapping (average losses of 40 %)

– Interference of potable water and dirty /
used water because of illegal tapping of
water pipes; therefore water is not potable
in some areas, e.g. street Mihal Grameno

– Wasteful use of drinking water due to inap-
propriate pricing (based on persons in
households instead of consumption)

– Deficient water management

– Risk of salt water intrusion in the shore area
(around Durres) due to inadequate explora-
tion of water resources

• Sewage system:

– Lack of sewage treatment and – in cons e-
quence – feeding-in of waste water into riv-
ers and streams

• Disposal and treatment of solid waste:

– No regular collection and treatment of
waste in almost all parts of the region

– No separation of factions or other kind of
treatment at all

– Partly insufficient cleaning and maintenance
of streets and urban green spaces, espe-
cially in the municipalities outside Tirana

– Uncontrolled disposal of waste, e.g. near
Sharre

• Energy supply:

– Instability of energy supply 
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STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

– Old and deficient supply networks

– National power supply system not fully in-
terconnected with neighboring countries
(Greece, Montenegro)

– High-voltage power line along the southern
corridor Tirana-Durres does not meet the
rising needs of industry and agriculture

– No tradition of using solar energy or other
alternative sources of energy

– Inappropriate pricing of energy

– Electricity cuts, especially in winter time

– Illegal tapping of power lines

– Deficient management of energy supply
system

• Telecommunication:

– Cable-based communication network in bad
condition

• Safety and fire prevention

– No adequate fire prevention systems 

2.6 Social infrastructure

With regard to the supply with social infrastructure facilities, there is a sharp contrast be-
tween Tirana (and partly Durres) on the one side, and the region in between on the other
side. The provision of free education up to the eighth grade and the availability of basic
medical treatment facilities in some rural areas are generally to be considered as strengths.
Every municipality has at least one medical center and in most cases also a elementary
school (see map 2). Whereas there are rather diverse, widely spread and sophisticated cul-
tural, educational, medical and other social facilities in Tirana, there is only a very basic pro-
vision of social infrastructure outside Tirana and especially in the rural communes.

In more detail, the strengths and weaknesses regarding social infrastructure in the region are
shown in table 6.

Table 6: Strengths and weaknesses regarding social infrastructure

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

• Educational facilities up to the eighth grade s e-
cured for all settlements

• Free-of-charge elementary and higher educa-
tion in Tirana and Durres

• Education at university level in Tirana

• Involvement of private companies in education
of adults in the fields of economy and business

• Availability of educational, cultural, medical and
other social facilities in the region

• Availability of specialized medical treatment in
Tirana

• Uneven distribution of social infrastructure facil i-
ties in the region

• Lack of cultural, medical and most other social
infrastructure facilities in the countryside

• Education:

– Insufficient school network 

– Even basic education not secured in illegal
or unplanned settlements

– Lack of public transportation for pupils from
distant villages

– Poor equipment of schools
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STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

• Increase of private activities with regard to the
provision of medical and educational services

• Kindergartens , primary and even secondary
schools in most of the municipalities

• Sports facilities in Tirana

– High concentration of educational, cultural,
medical, and other social facilities at Tirana

• Health:

– No hospitals, but only ambulatory services
in the municipalities

– Medical facilities in a bad condition

– People often (have to) travel abroad for
medical treatment (e.g. Greece, Italy)

– Lack of concepts for rehabilitation of medi-
cal facilities

2.7 Natural conditions and environment

Healthy natural conditions as well as a safe and clean environment are important precondi-
tions for a sound and sustainable regional development. They have a strong impact on the
living conditions of the population, and they are basic for the economic attractiveness of an
area as well as for the development of tourism. In this regard, the National Environmental
Action Plan which has recently been elaborated, provides a general framework for develop-
ment. Other strengths in this field are the availability of water resources, the high number of
water reservoirs, the fertility of soils, the favorable climate, and some important ongoing proj-
ects. On the other hand there are a lot of weaknesses related to the environment like the lack
of sewage water treatment, the erosion of river banks and beaches, and contamination
caused by uncontrolled deposition of toxic chemical waste. Moreover, there are high seismic
risks in parts of the region which need more consideration in the future (see map 3).

One major strength of the region is the existence of open space areas covered with trees,
e.g. north of Durres, along the rivers, in the center of the region (between Bubq and Preze)
and around mount Dajti (see map 3).

The quality of water of the river Erzen, which flows through the southern part of the region, is
very good. With regard to the Lana river the situation is quite different. According to a recent
study, this river is so heavily polluted from Tirana city that it has an biological oxygen de-
mand of 200 mg/l, which equals the quality of mere wastewater.

The region has a Mediterranean climate with annual rainfalls of about 950 mm. There are 85-
100 days per year with rainfalls of more than 1 mm. Annual temperature fluctuates between
15 and 16 °C. The vegetation period begins in the first days of March and continues until the
first days of December.

The air quality of the region is generally very good due to the decline of industrial activities. In
the cities the air is polluted by traffic (e.g. with NOx and with dust), but sanitary standards are
only exceeded along the main roads.

With regard to potential earthquakes it is not possible to describe the seismic risks precisely
for the entire study area. The most dangerous sites comprise the swamp and the hill slopes
to the east and north of Durres. There is also a relative high risk in the area between Tirana
and Preze (see map 3).

Another serious problem is the extraction of gravel along the river Erzen, because it leads to
the degradation of the river bed and of parts of the seashore. The continuous sedimentation
(1.8 million cubic meters per year) is resulting in a constant advancement of the river mouth
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toward the littoral. At the same time the beach north of the river mouth has suffered severe
erosion and the sea has advanced about 1,200 meters toward the land. Furthermore the
gravel processing facilities at Romanat and elsewhere have led to increased erosion of river
banks between the Ndroqi dam and the Hardhishte area.

In more detail, the strengths and weaknesses regarding natural conditions and the environ-
ment in the region are shown in table 7.

Table 7: Strengths and weaknesses regarding natural conditions and the environment

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

• National Environmental Action Plan (NEAP)

• Availability of water resources (ground water
and reservoirs)

• Fertile soils

• Favorable climatic conditions

• Interesting landscape

• Air quality outside Tirana and Durres relatively
good

• World Bank project for rehabilitation of drainage

• Illegal building activities (especially along the
coast)

• High level of water pollution due to inadequate
sewage treatment

• High level of erosion along the river Erzen due
to the exploitation of gravel banks

• High seismic risks in some parts of the area

• Pollution due to untreated urban waste

• Old factories for the production of chemical fer-
tilizers and pesticides as environmental “hot
spots”

• Conflict between open disposal of sewerage
water and tourism along the coast (polluted
shore and beaches)

• Swampy areas not taken into consideration in
development activities

• Solid waste is disposed to the sea via rivers

• Relatively slow implementation of the NEAP

2.8 Rural Development

Some of the environmental strengths like climate or fertility of soils are also relevant for rural
development. Further positive aspects in this field are the high importance of agriculture for
Albania’s economy in general, the high percentage of young people and the proximity to
markets. The most serious weaknesses are – among others – the loss of agricultural land
due to extensive construction activities, the low level of investments in agricultural technology
and shortcomings of agricultural marketing.

The land use in the study area is as follows:

• 60.7 % cultivated land, of which only two thirds are currently used,
• 2.0 % refused land,
• 4.5 % fruit trees,
• 21.7 % forests, and
• 4.6 % meadows and pastries.

70 % of the arable land is classified as very fertile (class I-IV on a scale from I to X). The best
soils can be found in Nikel, Sukth and Xhafzotaj (more than 70 % of soils in classes I-III). On
the other hand erosion is very high with 53 t/ha/a in average.
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There are 21 water reservoirs in the region with an irrigation potential of 15.000 ha. In fact
only 9.000 ha are irrigated. Therefore the World Bank has funded a project for the rehabilita-
tion of the irrigation system.

In a representative survey from 2000, the situation of the farmers in the Tirana-Durres-
Region has been described as follows:

• Only about 60 % of the families buy seeds and only 48 % use chemical fertilizers.
• As a result of the privatization process, farms are very small with an average size of

1,1 ha per family.
• The most important obstacles in the attempts to raise productivity are the lack of capital

and the poor use of irrigation systems.
• In the Tirana – Durres Region there are important  food processing facilities (alcoholic

and non-alcoholic beverages, milk, sausages, etc.) but processing and marketing of local
agricultural productions remain low. Processing is mainly conducted in small factories
and on farms.

• There is large potential for the export of agricultural goods. At the moment food imports
are ten times higher than exports. Exports are low chiefly due to low quality standards
and poor marketing.

• In the study area 40,000 cows and 18,000 sheep are kept. Furthermore, farmers dispose
of 2.300 tractors. Three quarters of the land are cultivated mechanically. The main prod-
ucts are vegetables, beans, potatoes, and fodder.

• Most agricultural products are sold directly from the farmer to the consumer.

The strengths and weaknesses regarding rural development of the region are summarized in
table 8.

Table 8: Strengths and weaknesses regarding rural development

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

• High importance of agriculture (more than 50 %
of GDP)

• Favorable natural conditions for horticulture
and agriculture (climate, terraces)

• Good climatic conditions

• Fertility of soils

• High percentage of young population

• Proximity to markets (Tirana, Durres)

• Relatively good infrastructure regarding trans-
portation of goods

• Low investment in agriculture

• Rapid change of land use from agriculture to
housing

• High percentage of the arable land is out of use

• Fragmentation of agricultural land / high number
of farms resp. farmers who’s average area of
used land is very small (less than 1 ha)

• Problems of marketing agricultural goods

• Low level of irrigation and mechanization

• High percentage of people who want to em igrate

• Weak land management and land use planning

• Low level of food industry

• Poor cooperation between farmers / Lack of
self-organization

2.9 Overall framework and institutions

The overall political and institutional framework is one of the most important factors of a de-
veloping economy looking for investors from abroad and being eager to be more closely in-
tegrated into world economy. With regard to the overall framework, one of the most important
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positive features of Albania is its relatively high level of integration of different cultures and
religions. Thus, Albania is characterized by a rather diverse and multi-cultural society. At the
same time there are a lot of weaknesses like the inappropriate pricing of natural resources,
the low income of municipalities in relation to their functions and the difficult property situa-
tion of local government.

A specific problem of the Tirana – Durres Region is the fact that the area is not a region in a
formal sense because it belongs to two different districts (qark of Tirana and qark of Durres).
In consequence there is no political or administrative institution which could represent the
region and advocate its interests. This makes it also more difficult to find common solutions
for issues of regional importance.

In more detail, the strengths and weaknesses regarding the overall development and institu-
tional framework relevant to the region are shown in table 9:

Table 9: Strengths and weaknesses regarding the overall development and institutional
framework

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

• National identity and high level of integration of

different cultures and religions

• Inappropriate pricing of the use of natural re-

sources (water, energy etc.)

• Local government without legal authority to collect

taxes and severe problems of the central govern-
ment to do so (à no taxes can be collected for ille-

gally built houses); as a consequence: very low fi-
nancial capacity of the municipalities

• Private investments oriented towards housing and
business while the state is incapable to provide

adequate infrastructure

• Low income of municipalities in relation to their

functions

• Difficult property situation of local government

• Low level of cooperation between municipalities

• Training needs of local government staff

• Difficult coordination procedures due to the fact

that the region is part of two qarks (Tirana and Dur-
res)
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3 Vision and development goals:
Wise growth and sustainable development of a European region

3.1 Vision

The Tirana-Durres Region plays a decisive role with regard to the future cooperation be-
tween Albania and the European Union, and the country’s position as a partner in Europe.
Therefore it is very important that the existing strengths and development potentials are
made use of in an appropriate way, and that the development weaknesses of the region are
overcome as much and as soon as possible.

A wise growth and a sustainable development of the Tirana–Durres Region as an integrated
city-region in the core of Albania as well as a part and a partner of Europe is regarded as a
vision for the future development.

The development of the Tirana-Durres Region shall be characterized by wise growth and
sustainable development. The region shall form an integrated city region in the core of Alba-
nia. Its development shall contribute to facilitating the integration of Albania into the Euro-
pean Union. Within this context and with special regard to European development programs
the region shall be a reliable partner.

In the Tirana-Durres Region, growth shall continue. However, it shall be wisely managed in
future. The rapid regional development of the region shall be guided by an integrated devel-
opment concept and regulated within a well established land-use planning and management
system.

In the Tirana-Durres Region, sustainable development shall be the main overall guideline for
development. This requires that economic, social and ecological considerations shall be well
balanced in regional development, and that any development shall safeguard that future
generations have the same development options like the generation living today.

The Tirana-Durres Region shall form an integrated city region. This requires a close
cooperation between the central government and local institutions, as well as municipalities
in the region based on mutual respect. Moreover, partnerships between the public and the
private sectors shall be fostered.

The Tirana-Durres Region is not only located in the core of Albania but it also plays the deci-
sive role in the overall economic and social development of the whole country. Therefore, the
development of the region is closely inter-related and inter-connected with the development
of the whole society and economy. Therefore, the development of the region requires further
government attention.

The Tirana-Durres Region is a gateway region of Albania with regard to the European Union.
The integration of the region into the overall European development shall be fostered. This
requires that the central government and the responsible actors of the region undertake in-
tensive efforts to make the region an integral part of the European space.

The Tirana-Durres Region shall continue to be a reliable partner in Europe. European stan-
dards and procedures in regional development shall therefore be applied as far as possible.
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3.2 Development goals

The  vision is specified by the following development goals:

1. There shall be a high priority for socio-economic improvements and a more balanced
regional development.

2. Conditions for economic development and international competitiveness as well as for a
development which is mainly based on local potentials and the know-how of the local
population (“endogenous” development), shall be improved and fostered.

3. The legal and institutional framework for planning and development shall be revised.
Land management and land use planning shall be improved facilitating a well structured
growth and the integration and coordination of economic, social and ecological needs.

4. Transportation facilities and an integrated transportation network facilitating appropriate
international and inter-regional connections as well as suitable intra-regional communi-
cations shall be established and improved.

5. Basic communal technical infrastructure services shall be provided at an acceptable
level in all parts of the region.

6. Basic social infrastructure shall be established or improved with special consideration to
education and health facilities.

7. The environmental quality shall be improved in order to meet international environmental
standards, contaminated areas shall be rehabilitated, water resources shall be pro-
tected, water quality shall be improved where it is necessary and an appropriate quality
of life shall be assured.

8. Integrated rural development based on improved links between urban and rural areas of
the region fostering local projects and activating local initiatives shall be fostered.

9. Administrative and planning capacities on the municipal level shall be organized and
improved.

10. Participation of the municipalities in decision-making about programs and projects lo-
cated in or orientated towards the development of the Tirana-Durres Region shall be
established and assured.

11. Partnership between the municipalities and the two cities in the region shall be pro-
moted.

12. Information about development projects shall be improved and a better coordination
between the implementing agencies with special consideration of donors shall be estab-
lished.
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4 Proposals for priorities and measures

The  vision and the development goals need further specification and implementation.
Therefore, a number of measures and projects have been proposed. These proposals may
be regarded as examples (see map 4). They indicate certain needs and priorities from the
perspective of those who have made contributions to the development concept.

The list of proposals shall continuously be revised and extended. It shall be open for public
discussion and for adding-up further suggestions. Its implementation is dependent on the
acceptance by the central government and the municipalities who shall in future become
jointly responsible for further developing the concept and for its implementation.

4.1 Demography and social situation:
Caring for the youth and shaping an open society

With regard to demography and the social situation, two major goals and respective meas-
ures have been identified: the creation of employment for the youth and the improvement of
the quality of life. Moreover, the integration of the refugees who have recently migrated to
and settled in the Tirana-Durres Region should be fostered.

The young population is one of the most decisive development potentials of the country.
Their education, training and skills determine the future of the country and its ability to speed
up development. Therefore, the central government should foster these areas and provide a
supportive framework for creating additional employment opportunities in order to keep the
young population in the country.

This should be accompanied by moves to generally increase the quality of life in the region,
especially in the rural areas, and to reduce poverty. More activities are needed which are
oriented towards studying and developing specific proposals concerning income generation
and poverty reduction, e.g. by infrastructure projects. Moreover there should be more specific
activities concerning local industry regarding agricultural and dairy products as well as con-
cerning the improvement of social infrastructure facilities.

International donors as well as the European Union should be made more aware of the ur-
gency of solutions in these fields. Respective projects in the Tirana-Durres Region should be
more intensively proposed, discussed and promoted.

Table 10: Priorities and measures regarding demography and social situation

PRIORITIES AND MEASURES

• Fostering of employment potentials (especially for young people)

– Organization of courses in order to motivate and qualify young people to find jobs in different fields (e.g.

agriculture, construction, services and food industry)

• Integrate the migrants from northern parts of Albania

• Increase of the quality of life and reduction of poverty

– Study on income generating activities and poverty oriented infrastructure projects

– Study on local industry regarding agricultural and dairy products

– Improvement of social infrastructure facilities
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4.2 Economic structure and development:
Creating a more favorable framework for the economy

In economic terms, the main goal is directed towards the improvement of the economic
framework and – indirectly - the reduction of poverty in the Tirana-Durres Region. This may
be reached by the provision of training facilities and programs, favorable infrastructural con-
ditions and the specialization on economic sectors which offer comparative advantages.

Training and infrastructure are decisive factors in economic development and for the success
of a region in the international competition for investment. Only if an appropriate workforce
and reliable infrastructure facilities can be provided, a foreign company may become inter-
ested to invest in the region. Local enterprises are in need of more specific advice and sup-
port. For rural areas, the creation of storage facilities is highly important.

Table 11: Priorities and measures regarding economic structure and development

PRIORITIES AND MEASURES

• Improvement of the economic framework and reduction of poverty in the region

– Establishment of training facilities and training programs (e.g. in management etc.)

– Promotion of vocational training

– Promotion of business cooperation in the private sector

– Creation of a data base about the companies operating in the Tirana-Durres Region

– Promotion of tourism and elaboration of a tourism development concept for the region

– Creation of a storage facilities in Vora

– Creation of an industrial free zone (Shkozet) and of an international fair center

4.3 Spatial development and land use:
Promoting effective land management, planning and regional cooperation

Regarding spatial development and land use, the Tirana-Durres Region is in an urgent need
of better framework for planning, as well as improved planning methods and tools. Priority
areas for future settlements should be identified. Unplanned built-up development areas
should be integrated into the urban setting as far as possible.

The clarification of unsolved land property cases are an important precondition for an accel-
erating development. It is one of the most important preconditions for a smooth development
as unsolved land-ownership conflicts are a severe barrier to economic growth. Municipalities
shall be strengthened administratively and technically because only if they become real
stakeholders in development they will be in a position to take over responsibilities for their
own future.

The ongoing decentralization activities by the Albanian government and international donors
should be strengthened and extended to municipalities in the Tirana-Durres Region. Besides
the ongoing land registration activities, land-use planning and regional governance should be
fostered, and the municipalities should be actively assisted in developing skills to cope with
their tasks and duties. Moreover, the links between the international cooperation activities
regarding the development of Tirana and its surrounding area should be more closely linked
with the development attempts regarding the whole Tirana-Durres Region. Sectorial activities
should be put into and seen in the light of a more integrated development framework.
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Table 12: Priorities and measures regarding spatial development and land use

PRIORITIES AND MEASURES

• Institutionalization of planning system and land management

– Revision of the legal framework in general as well as of the planning law and the planning system

– Creation of administration bureaus in the municipalities and training of personnel

– Definition and implementation of priority areas for settlements

– Clarification of unsolved land property conflicts

– Integration of unplanned built-up development areas into the urban setting

– Search for solutions regarding illegal buildings and upgrading of squatter settlements

4.4 Transportation: Developing an integrated regional transportation
network providing improved accessibility and mobility

Regarding transportation, the accessibility of all parts of the region is of high priority for the
overall development of the Tirana-Durres Region and for its physical and functional integra-
tion. Public transport is of utmost relevance in this regard. The existing railway line as well as
the existing road system might contribute to this in a considerable way if they were mod-
ernized and generally improved. The accessibility of the rural areas in the hinterland of the
centers of the region is necessary in order to provide for an efficient infrastructure supply and
to enhance the marketing opportunities of farmers in these areas. As the realization of proj-
ects requires considerable funds, a number of studies regarding this sector is proposed here.

Table 13: Priorities and measures regarding transportation

PRIORITIES AND MEASURES

• Improvement of the conditions of the transport system and development of transport in order to foster the

economic and social development and cohesion in the region

– Study about the improvement and creation of a basic transport infrastructure to connect the port of Dur-

res and Rinas airport

– Study about the improvement of passenger transport in the region

– Improvement of technical standards and equipment of public transport

– Study about the construction of the secondary roads (from Vora to Kamez hill) and about the roads

which connect the rural zones

– Study about agricultural roads

– Study to increase the number of train stations between Tirana and Durres and to increase the speed

and frequency of trains

– Study about the creation of a mixed transport system (train + cars) from train stations up to residential

areas
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4.5 Communal technical infrastructure: Establishing coordinated
and efficient communal infrastructure supply services to the people

The technical infrastructure in the region needs an urgent basic rehabilitation and further de-
velopment. Especially the municipalities ask for an overall approach and initiative. However,
they lack the finance to carry out respective measures themselves. Thus they are highly de-
pendent on investments from the national level or abroad.

There are immense needs regarding the communal infrastructure in almost every respect.
This makes it difficult to generally decide upon priorities. They can only be determined after
very careful scrutiny taking into consideration the circumstances of every single case. Power
supply needs urgent upgrading. This is however mainly a national task and can only to a
lesser extent be determined on a regional scale.

Table 14: Priorities and measures regarding communal technical infrastructure

PRIORITIES AND MEASURES

• Improvement of the technical infrastructure

– Creation of centers  for the treatment of waste waters

– Study about new water supply networks

– Definition of zones for solid waste collection and disposal

– Solution of land-use conflicts regarding waste collection and disposal

– Elaboration of a more effective concept for power supply in rural zones

– Study about the production and use of solar energy

4.6 Social infrastructure: Making basic social infrastructure
services available to all people at an acceptable level

The social infrastructure needs to be modernized and further developed in many parts of the
Tirana-Durres Region. Especially the rural centers require more attention with regard to the
improvement of basic educational and medical facilities. Further detailed scrutiny should be
facilitated and carried out. This may also be a basis for an improved management in this
field.

Table 15: Priorities and measures regarding social infrastructure

PRIORITIES AND MEASURES

• Increase of the educational and medical facilities, esp. in the rural zones of the region

- Study about the distribution of the technically oriented high schools

- Improvement of qualification of ambulatory medical personnel

- Re-opening of ambulatory health care centers  which are not used any more and opening of new centers

- Study about the needs for schools and their location
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4.7 Natural conditions and environment: Promoting environmentally friendly devel-
opment and searching for acceptable conflict resolution mechanisms

The improvement of natural conditions and the environment require a wide set of activities:
Some point at quite detailed projects while others are apt to stimulate further studies which
can become starting points for projects. For example, studies ought to be prepared about
risky areas in terms of natural hazards, about a sewage water treatment system for Durres
and its surrounding areas, and about traditional, energy-efficient ways of building. Many
goals are already linked with proposals for projects like for instance the funding of the
planned sewage treatment plant for Tirana city, the rehabilitation of river banks along the
river Erzen or the initialization of a public dialogue to find a solution for the proposed waste
dump near Maminas.

The wide variety of goals and project proposals regarding natural conditions and the envi-
ronment may become a severe burden for the Albanian government as it requires huge
amounts of funds, an appropriate planning framework, effective personnel and institutional
capacities as well as a strong executing power of the responsible institutions. Moreover, the
problems regarding natural conditions and the environment may not only continue to be a
severe bottleneck for developing tourism and promoting the economy, but also become an
impediment to the country’s ability to join the European Union. Therefore this sector should
become a major concern of international development cooperation in the next few years.

Table 16: Priorities and measures regarding natural conditions and environment

PRIORITIES AND MEASURES

• Dissemination of information about natural risky areas and regulation of building activities

- Study on hazardous / risky areas (map)

• Reduction of water pollution caused by the intrusion of sewage water into potable water

- Improvement of sewage network (Durres and Coastal Zone)

- Treatment of waste water (Tirana, Durres and Coastal Zone)

- Funding of treatment plant (Tirana, Durres and Coastal Zone)

• Reduction of erosion along Erzen river and the coast

- Restoration of river banks and anti-erosion measures (e.g. planting of trees)

• Reduction of seismic risk for houses / development of environmentally sound ways of building

- Investigation of traditional building technologies

• Improvement of the knowledge about and the use of energy-efficient building technologies

- Introduction of courses about energy efficient building technologies at Tirana University

- Dissemination of information about energy efficient building technologies

- Fostering of cooperation between architects, universities, and energy corporations in order to promote
energy-efficient ways of building (e.g. use of solar energy)

• Reduction of pollution due to untreated urban solid waste

- Consultation with municipalities to find a solution for a centrally located landfill in the western part of the

region

- Consultation with municipalities in order to avoid land use conflicts

•  Safe storage of toxic chemicals

- Identification of “hot spots” and treatment or storage of toxic chemicals (on-going PHARE-project)
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4.8 Rural development: Promoting economic potentials
and improving living conditions in rural areas

Rural development will continue to be an important development alternative and comple-
mentary regional activity in the Tirana-Durres Region. However, there is still a lack of infor-
mation about the true potentials of the region and the pressures of the urban expansion and
development. Therefore, several studies are being or have been conducted. For instance
there were studies about agricultural marketing (e.g. wholesale market for fruit and vegeta-
bles for the Tirana – Durres Region), about a small credit scheme for farmers, and about the
promotion of a food processing industry. A pilot market information system for local products
has been started. There is a need for implementation of studies and for improvement of al-
ready initiated projects. Proposals for measures point at the increase of efficiency of the agri-
cultural advisory system, at the collective marketing of agricultural goods and the introduction
of a more restrictive land use regulation.

Table 17: Priorities and measures regarding rural development

PRIORITIES AND MEASURES

• Reduction of fragmentation of agricultural land

- Regional agricultural development planning

• Improvement of land use management

- Zoning regulation / land use regulation

• Improvement of agricultural marketing

- Implementation of regional agricultural marketing study

- Improvement of information network / consultation of  farmers (e.g. marketing, finance, technology)

- Central collection of agricultural goods

• Improvement of access to bank loans for farmers

• Strengthening of food industry

- Improvement of hygienic and quality standards

4.9 Overall framework and institutions: Strengthening local capacities
and establishing a fair partnership between rural and urban areas

Legal aspects and aspects regarding the institutional setting in which regional development
takes place in Albania are of high relevance for the overall development of the Tirana-Durres
Region. Due to the complexity of this issue, only some of the proposals are listed below the
most important of which may be the revision of the Albanian planning law, a debate about
regional and inter-communal cooperation, and the formation of an Association of Communes
in the Tirana-Durres-Region. Both proposals refer strongly to the implementation of the Ti-
rana-Durres Study in the medium-range and long-term run.

Given the expectation that the municipalities will play a far more explicit role in future devel-
opment of Albania and the Tirana-Durres Region than up to now, the strengthening of the
municipalities and their political and administrative capacity is a number one priority. Moreo-
ver, it may be decisive for the success of the implementation of the Tirana-Durres Regional
Development Concept.
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Table 18: Priorities and measures regarding overall framework and institutions

PRIORITIES AND MEASURES

• Improvement of the overall legal and institutional framework for development

- Revision of the draft of the Albanian Planning Law

- Initiation of a debate about regional reform and procedures for the cooperation and coordination be-

tween administrative districts (qarks)

- Initiation of a debate about advantages of inter-communal cooperation

• Strengthening of administrative and planning capacity of municipalities

- Implementation of a training needs assessment study of local government staff

- Development of training programs for local government staff

- Initiation of a debate about a reform of the budgetary system with more income for the municipalities (in

accordance with their tasks)

- Formation of an Association of Communes in the Tirana-Durres-Region

- Study on possibilities to transfer property to local governments
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Part Three:

Maps


